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FOREWORD
This report fulfills the reporting requirements for the documentation of the
computer optimization program developed under National Aeronautics and Space
Administration contract NAS8-2 11.063 Application of Optimal Control Theory to
Launch Vehicles.
The research upon which the computer program is based was carried out by the
Systems and Research Division of Honeywell Inc. Dr. C. A. Harvey was principal
investigator for the study. Mr. Billy G. Davis and Mr. J. R. Redus of the Aero-
Astrodynamics Laboratory were the program's contracting officer representatives.
The research program at Honeywell was under the supervision of Dr. Grant B.
Skelton. The original computer optimization program was written by Dr. Skelton
and the current version of the optimization program was written by Mr. M. D. Ward.
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ABSTRACT
This report is a documentation of the digital computer optimization program
developed in conjunction with an investigation of the application of optimal con-
,	 trol theory to the design of launch vehicle control systems.
The individual subprograms that make up the optimization program are
described. The attendant equations which are presented result from the solution
of the difference equation formulation of the quadratic control problem and the
derived analytical expression for the upper bound on the likelihood of occurrence
of mission failure.
The input requirements for two types of computer runs are described (the
"optimization iteration" run and the "simplification" run). The expected output
for the "optimization iteration" run and the "simplification" run are displayeJ
and identified (through the use of actual output listings).
The "optimization iteration" run and the "simplification" run are discussed.
Memory requirements, program modifications due to memory requirements, and-the
expected running time for the optimization programs are discussed.
The appendices contain flow charts for the entire program, information on
data storage and a glossary relating mathematical notation to FORTRAN notation.
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NOMENCLATURE
0	 Angular pitch displacement
z	 Lateral displacement normal to nominal f light path
Al i	Generalized deflection of i th flexure mode
z 4j Displacement of j th sloshing mass normal to vehicle centerline
p	 Gimbal angle
IB1 Bending moment at the fuselage station 36.5 meters forward of the gimbal
station
IB2 Bending moment at the fuselage station 66.6 meters forward of the gimbal
station
IB3 Bending moment at the fuselage station 80 meters forward of the gimbal
station
a	 Angle -of-attack
X
Wind filter states
w ^
x '
1
x2	States for distributing wind loads
x3
Other terms not described here are described in Appendix C.
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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION
This report is a ', ^^.umentation of the digital computer optimization program
developed under contr, = s NAS8 -20155 ( Design of a Load-Relief Control System)
and NAS6 -21063 ( Application of Optimal Control Theory to Launch Vehicles). The
goal of both of the above studies was the development of a practical design tech-
nology based on optimization theory for the launch booster control problem. The
booster control problem is caused by wind-induced bending, rotations, and trans-
lations. The booster is controlled by gi,mbaling part of its thrust, the control
problem is to design a gimbal controller which maintains bending moments within
structural strength limits throughout the flight and produces satisfactory errors
in terminal drift, drift rate, and angle -of-attack.
In reference 1 the incident winds and corresponding booster responses were
desc r ibed as random processes, and an event of mission failure was defined. The
event of mission failure is that one or more responses exceed preselected limits
at burnout or during the flight. The optimization problem is the minimization
of an upper bound of the likelihood of the occurrence of the event of mission
failure. The problem was formulated in a manner that permitted its solution by
means of known optimization theories. The optimization program obtains the solu-
tion in the form of a linear, finite-time controller with time-varying gains.
All of the mathematics and theory is presented in references 1 and 2. It
will be assumed that the reader of this report is familiar with the material
presented in these two references. In addition, it wll be assumed that the
reader is familiar with FORTRAN.
In Section II a description of the optimization program is presented. The
role that each of the subprograms play in the solution of the difference equation
formulation of the quadratic control problem is described. Section III gives a
complete description of the INPUT requirements and the expected OUTPUT for the
program. In Section IV the two types of runs ( the "optimization iteration" run
and the " simplification" run) that can be made with the program are discussed.
Section IV also includes some comments on the future use of the program in terms
of possible modifications and expected running times. In Appendix A, flow charts
for the entire program are presented. Appendix B describes the storage relation-
ship between the "data array" T(I,J) and the coefficient matrices and vectors which
appear in the difference equations. Appendix C relates the mathematical notation
of references 1 and 2 with the FORTRAN notation used in the optimization program.
SECTION II
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
A description of the main program and each of the ten subroutine subprograms
is given along with the pertinent equations involved.
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Main Program
Four major tasks are performed in the main program. First, the data asso-
ciated with the differential equations used to describe the missile dynamics,
the wind random process, and the distribution of the wind loads is read into the
computer in the main program. Second, all of the necessary calculations are
performed on this data so that the diffart^ntial equations can be approximated by
difference equations. Third, the quadratic weights are calculated and stored in
the main program. Finally, the main program calls the subroutines GAIN, COV and
PRB.
Differential Equations
The quadratic theory used to solve the optimization problem requires that
the wind-missile system be expressed as first order vector differential equations
of the form
k(t) - F(r)x(t) + G l (t)u(t) + G2(t)vw(t) + G3 (t)T(t)	 (2.1)
and responses to be controlled be expressed as
r(t) - H(t)x(t) + D l (t)u(t) + D2(t)vw(t)	 (2.2)
where x(t) is the state vector with the following 22 components
X(t)t	 i T} 1} 1^ z	 z	 z	 z ^1 ^1 ^1 z	 z	 z	 w x x x x ]T( 	 [^' ' 1' 2' 3' sl' s2' s3' o' ' l' 2' 3' sl' s2' s3' p' ' ' 1' 2' 3 '
r(t) is a vector of missile response deviations from an ideal (no-wind) trajectory
with the following 13 components
tr	 -	 I	 I	 I ]T( )	 ^^' ' B1' B1' I B2' B2' I B3' I  	 '
u(t) is the control input to the actuator, v W(t) is the mean incident wind, J(t) is
the Gaussian white noise input to the wind filter,and the matrices F(t) and H(t)
and vectors G 1 (t), G2(t), G3 (t), Dl (t) and D2(t) are all time varying and of appro-
priate dimension. The components of x(t) and r(t) are defined in NOMENCLATURE.
Differential Equation Data
The data for the differential equations'are the elements of the matrices
F(t) and H(t) and,the components of the vectors G l (t), G2(t), G3(t), D l (t) and
D2(t) for the 33 values of time t - 0, 5, 10,..., 155, 160 seconds. This data
is read into an array T(I,J) from punched cards.
Difference Equations
The simplest difference approximation to equation (2.1) is
x [(k+l) At ]- C I+,6tF ( kLt) ]x(k,6t)+/ItG 1 ( kAt) u(k,6t )+LtG2(kOt )vw( k6t) +AtG3 (kAt) T(kOt )
(2.3)
2
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For a given value of 6t a more accurate approximation to equation (2.1) is given
by the sample-data form
x C(k+1) dt ]=eutF(k6t ) x(k6t)+F -I (k6t ) -e "6tF(k6t } G l ( k6t) u(k6t*P(k6t) vw(k6t )-+G 3 (k6t) n(kQt ) I
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Both of these approximations are used in the program. The sample-data approxima-
tions are used for the high frequency dynamics (flexure modes, gimbal deflect-lon,
wind states,, and states associated with the load distribution) and the simple dif-
ference approximation form for the low frequency dynamics of the system.
The necessary calculations are made on the data in the array T(I J) to imple-
ment the approximations to equation (2.1) by equations (2.3) and (2.4 . The modi-
fied data in T(I,J) is then truncated to four, significant figures. (This is to
insure that in solving difference equations backward and then forward in time,
there will not be a buildup of round-off error.) The 292 truncated difference
equation coefficients for t - 0, 5, 10,..., 155, 160 seconds are made time- varying
coefficients by linear interpolation between the five secoO data points. The
coefficients for (t =0), (t=160) and the coefficient differences for all of the
intermediate time intervals are stored in the data array T(I,J) in the following
way:
coefficients for (t=0) are stored in	 T(1,J)
differences for the interval 0 < t s 5 stored in 	 T(2,J)
differences for the interval 5 < t s 10 stored in	 TOO)
differences for the interval 10 < t s 15 stored in	 T(41J)
differences for the interval 150 < t -45.155  stored in 	 T(32,J)
differences for the interval 155 < t < 160 stored in T(33,J)
--	 coefficients for (t=160) are stored in	 T(342J).
Quadratic Weights
The elements of the quadratic weighting matrix Q(t), associated with the
in-flight constraints on P, IBI , IB2' and IB3 , are calculated for the 33 values
of time (t=0,5,...,155,160 seconds) and stored in the array FOX(I,J). The qua-
dratic weighting matrix is diagonal. The first eight diagonal elements of Q(t)
are the quadratic weights for.the first . eight components of r(t) (the response
vector) P, 6, 1B1' 'B1' IB2' 'B2' IB3' IB3' The diagonal elements are stored in
FOX as follows
FOX(I,1) = Q 11 ,	 FOX(I,7)
	 Q55
FOX(I)3) - Q22'
	
FOX(I,9) s Q66
FOX(I,4) - Q33'	 FOX(I,10) = Q77
FOX(L,6) = Q44 ,	 FOX(I,12) - Q88
3
N
iThe index I again refers to time. The weights for the initial value of time (t-O),
the terminal value of time (t=160) and the weight differec.ces for the intermediate
time intervals are stored in the rows of FOX ( I,J) in the same way that they are
stored in the "data array" T(I,J). The quadratic weights on the terminal responses
a(T), z(T) and z ( T) are Q9, Qll and Q13 . These are the only nonzero elements in
Q(N), in equation (2-12), which determines the starting value of the Riccati
matt' ,;,x P(N).
Subroutine Gain
The GAIN subroutine solves a backward difference equation which represents
the solution of the difference equation formulation of the Quadratic Control
Problem presented in Appendix G of reference 1 and Section III of reference 2.
The subroutine is called in the main program with the FORTRAN statement CALL
GAIN ( II,NS). If II is 1, the scalar deterministic input f ( n) and vector g(n)
(see equations 2.9 and 2.11) are calculated. If II is 2 f ( n) and g ( n) are not
calculated . t NS is the number of components in the state vector x and is set
to 22 at the beginning of the main program.
Quadratic Problem
Suppose the system is given as
x(n+l) - A ( n)x(n) + B 1 u ( n) + B2vw( n) + B3(n)1(n)	 (2.5)
r(n) = H l ( n)x(n) + D l ( n)u(n) + D2 ( n)vw(n)
m(n) = H2 ( n)x(n) + t(n)
where m( n) is a vector of sensor outputs, and g(n) is a white noise input,
E(' ( i )^( j )') _ (At) -1 Wl(i)6ij,
E(t(i)t(j)') _ (a) -1 W2(i) 6ij ,	 611 = 1, 6 i - 0 if i	 j
E(^(i)t(j)') _ (At) -1 W3(i)6ijy
E(x(0)} = 7(0), E([x(0)-X(0)][x(0)-X(0)]'} = X(0),
and n = 0, 1,..., N where N = (AW1T ( for our case ft - .02 seconds and T = 160
seconds). The optimization problem is to find the linear transformation of present
and past measured responses
u(n) = iEoL(n,i)m(i)
That minimizes the quadratic functional
J
	
[S (N )+R ( N ) ] + 
nEo AtQ( n) [S ( n )+R ( n ) ] )	 (2.6)
where TR indicates the trace, S(n) is the response covariance matrix defined by
S(n) = E([r(n)-r(n)][r(n)-r(n)]'},
R(n) is the mean-response product matrix cefined by R(n) - r(n)[r(n)]' and
t The card in the main program which contains the call statement to the GAIN sub-
routine must be changed manually if the argument II is to be changed (i.e. the
card reads either CALL GAIN (1,NS) or CALL GAIN (2,NS)).
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r(n)	 E(r(n)). Assuming that Q(n) is symmetric and nonnegative definLL. matrix
for n	 0 1 1, 2,..., N, and [D 1 (n)]' Q(n) D 1 (n) is positive for n < N an(
Q(N)D 1 (N) - 0, the solution is:
u(n) = K(n)x(n) + f(n)	 (2.7)
where x(n) is the conditional estimate of the state
x(n) - E{x(n)lm(0),...,m(n),u(0),...,u(r,-1),vW(0),...,v^(n-1)
and K(n) and f(n) satisfy the backward difference equations
K(n) = -[BiP(n+l)B 1 +dtD l (n)'Q(n)D l (n)] -1 [B'P(n+l)A(n)+AtD l (n)'Q(n)H l (n)]	 (2.8)
f(n) = - [B'P ( n+1)B 1 +AtD 1 ( n) 'Q(n)Dl ( n)]-1 {B1[g ( n+l)+P(n+1 ) B2vw(n)]+,6tD 1 ( n)'Q(n) D2 (n)vw(n) }
(2.9)
P(n)=[A(n)+B1K(n) ]'P(n+l) [A(n)+B1K(n) ]+fit [Hl(n)+D,j(n)K(n) ]'Q(n) [H1(n)+Dl(n)K(n) ]
(2.10)
g(n)=[A(n)+BIK(n)]'[g(n+l)+P(n+l)(B1f(n)+B2vW(n)]
+ 6t [H 1 ( n) +DI ( n ) K( n)] 'Q(n)[D2(n)vw(n)+D1(n)f(n)]	 (2.11)
with f • nal (starting) values
P(N) = H 1 ( N)'Q(N)H1 ( N)	 (2.12)
and	 g(N) = Hl (N) 'Q( N ) D2 ( N ) vw( N )	 (2.13)
The GAIN subroutine solves equations ( 2.8) thru (2.11) with terminal conditions
given by ( 2.12) and (2.13). Values of the gain vector K(n) and the scalar deter-
ministic input f ( n) for values of n corresponding to the 161 time points
t = 0, 1, 2,..., 158, 159, 160 seconds are stored in the array BK(I,J). The
dimensions of BK are BK (161,23), where the row index refers to the time points
(i.e. K(t) and f ( t) for ( t=0 seconds) are stored in row 1, for (t =1 second) are
stored in row 2 etc.) and the column index indicates the components of the gain
vector ( f(t) is stored in column 23). After the calculations are conclur.e3 and
the array BK(I,J) has been printed and punched on cards, the gains and determin-
istic input are made time varying by linear interpolation between the one second
data points. The gains and deterministic input for ( t=0 seconds) and the differ-
ences for all of the intermediate time intervals are stored in the array BK(I,J)
in the following way:
K(t) and f (t) for (t=0 seconds) are stored in BK(1)J)
Differences of K(t) and f ( t) for the interval 0 < t s 1 seconds are stored in BK(2)J)
Differences of K(t) and f ( t) for the interval 1 < t s 2 seconds are stored in BK(3,J)
Differences of K(t) and f(t) for the interval 158<ts159 seconds are stored in BK(160,J)
Differences of K(t) and f ( t) for the interval 159<ts160 seconds are stored in BK(161,J).
5
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Subroutine COV
The subroutine COV solves a forward difference equation for the state covari-
ance matrix X(n) for (n-0,1,...,N) and calculates the response covariance matrix
S(n) and the mean-response vector r(n) for values of n corresponding to the 33
values of time (t-0,5,10,...,155,160 seconds). The subroutine is called in the
main program with the ?ORTRAN statement CALL COV(II,NS). If II is 1, mean-responses
are calculated. If II is 2, mean-responses are not calculated. t As in the GAIN
subroutine, NS is the number of components in the state vector. The state covari-
ance matrix
X(n) - E{[x ( n)-E(x(n))] [x(n)-E(x(n) )]'},
satisfies the difference equation
X(n+l) - [A(n)+BIK(n)] X(n)[A(n)+B1K(n)]' + (,4)-1B3(n)W1(n)B3(n)' 	 (2.14)
The response covariance matrix is
S(n) _ [HI(n)+Dl(n)K(n)] X(n)[Hl(n)+Dl(n)K(n)]'
	
(2.15)
The mean-response vector is
r(n) - H l (n)x(n) + Dl(n)[K(n)x(n)+f(n)] + D 2(n)vW(n)	 (2.16)
where
x(n+l) = A(n)x(n) + Bl[K(n)x(n)+f(n)] + B2(n)vw(n).
The response covariances are stored in the three dimensional array RR(I,J,K).
The index I runs from 1 to 33 and corresponds to the 33 values of time
(t=0,5,6..,155,160 seconds) for which specified elements of the response covari-
ance matrix are calculated. The response covariances are stored in the array RR
in the following way:	 z
Q^ 2 RRM' 1,1)	 QI 2 RR ( I ,5,5 )
B2!
p • Q Q• = RR(I,1,2)	 p	 aI^ CY	 RR( i,5,6)
IB2' I	 IBB2	 2 IB2	 -
Q^ 2 = RR(I,2 1 2)	 QI	 2 =
 RR( 1,.616)
B2
2Q I	 = RR I,3,3)
	
GI	 2 = RR(I,7,7)
	B1	 B3 
4
P I	Q Q •	 = RR(I,3,4)	 p	 a	 RR(I,7,$)
IB1' IBl Bl B1
	 IB3' ^3 W'B3
Q•	 2 = RR(I,4,4}	 a	 RR(I,'$ $)
	I B1	 IB3 
Qa 2 ° RR ( I , 3, 1 )	 CY 2 = RR(I,1 2 4)
t The card in the main program which contains the call statement to the COV sub-
routine must be changed manually if the argument II is to be changed (i.e. the
	 a
card reads either CALL COV (1,NS) or CALL COV (21NS)).
6
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Q^	 RR(I,1,3) 
	 2
az	 = RR(I,2,4)
QZ 2 = RR(I ,20)
where p is the correlation coefficient and Q is the staidard deviation.
The mean-responses are stored in the array R(I-,J). Again the index I corres-
ponds to the 33 values of time (t =0,5 1 ...,155, 160 seconds) and the index J indi-
cates the component of the mean response vector. The mean responses are stored
in the array R in the following way:
R(I,1) _	 R(I,8) = IB3
R(I,2) _ R(I,9) = a
R('I,3) - Ial R(I, LO) _
R(I,4) = IBl R(I,11)
	
z
R(I,5) = I^2 R(I,12)
R(I,6)
= IB2 R(I,13)	 = z
R ( I ,7) = IB3
Subroutine Start
The subroutine START is called by the subroutine GAIN and subroutine COV.
Its function is to initialize the coefficient matrices and vectors which appear
in the difference equations. For the backward difference equations in the sub-
routine GAIN, the call statement CALL START (2,NS) will cause the appropriate
values in 34 th row of the data array T(34,J) and the FOX array (i.e. the coeffi-
cients and weights (t=160 seconds)) to be stored in the matrices A, H1 and Q and
in the vectors B22 B3 , D and D2 and the scalar vim . For the forward difference
equations in the subroutine COV, the call statement CALL START ( 1,NS) will cause
the appropriate values in the 1st row of the data array T ( 1,J) (i.e. the coeffi-
cients for t=0 seconds) to be stored in the matrices A and H11 and in the vectors
B2 , B3 , D1 , D2 and K and in the scalars vw and f. Appendix 8 shows how the
index J of the data array T(I,J) is related to the elements of the matrices
A and H1 and the components of the vectors B l , B2 , B 3 , Dl and D2.
Subroutine QOEF
The subroutine QOEF is called by the subroutine GAIN. Its function is to
update the coefficient matrices and vectors which appear in the backward difference
equations. The call statement CALL QOEF ( MI,NS) will cause the appropriate values
in the MIth row of the data array T(MI,J) and the FOX array (i.e. the difference
for the MIth five second time interval) to be subtracted from the current values
of the appropriate elements and components of the coefficient matrices and vectors.
The differences are subtracted because we are solving backward in time.
7
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fSubroutine CUO
The subroutine COEF is called by the subroutine COV. Its function is essen-
tially the same as subroutine QOEF. However since COV solves a forward difference
equation, the appropriate differences are added to the current values of the
coefficient matrices and vectors.
Subroutine PRB
The subroutine PRB is called by the main program after a call to subroutine
COV. The purpose of this subroutine is to provide appropriate calls to the sub-
routines PAR, END, DRV and REND and to output the results of calculations performed
in these subroutines. The subroutines PAR and DRV and subroutines END and REND
perform essentially the same calculations. The difference is that the subroutines
PAR and END were programmed assuming that the cost functional J* is a function
of response covariances only, whereas the subroutines DRV and REND were programmed
under the assumption that the cost functional J* is a function of response covari-
ances and mean responses. For the current problem only the results of the subrou-
tines PAR and END are used in the optimization iteration procedure (see reference
2 pages 19 and 20). If mean-responses have beta calculated in the subroutine
COV, then both sets of calculations are performed (i.e. both sets of subroutines
are called). (Both results are calculated arriJ printed to show how little effect
the mean-responses have on the total cost.) If the calculations for mean responses
have been omitted in subroutine COV, then only the subroutines PAR and END are
called.
Subroutine DRV
The subroutine DRV is called by the subroutine PRB. The purpose of this
subroutine is to compute the part of the cost functional J* and the derivatives;
of J* due to the in-flight constraints on P, IBl , IB2, and IB3.
Cost Functional J*
Let J* be the sum
J*	
i^l P(al) + j =m+1 E(N.
	 (2.17)
OW.
Where P(a i ) is the likelihood that the i th response exceed its terminal limit yi
I r i ( T ) I > Yi
and E (N j ) is the expected number of occasions that the, j th response exceeds its
limit y• in the course of the booster flight. Assuming there are m responses
whose terminal behavior is to be constrained and n-m responses whose in-flight
behavior is to be constrained, it is shown in reference 1 that J* is an upper
bound on the likelihood that one or more responses of interest exceeds its limit:
J* ;?!.(the likelihood of mission failure).
Analytical expressions for P (a ) and E (N ) are derived in Appendix E, reference
1 under the assumption that r i^T) and r i ,t) are Gaussian random variables with a
nonzero mean. It is also shown in reference 1 that J may be written in the form
8
=4
T
J* 	 f I (S( T ), R ( T )) + S f2 ( S ( t ), R ( t )) dt	 (2.1$)
O
where the functional f l is the sum of the terminal likelihoods P(a i ), and the
functional f2 is the sum of the in-flight expectations E{N j }. The gimbal and
bending expectation densities
2L E(N }, ^- E l , ^- ECN	 and ^- E,.N
at	 P	 at 	 IBl^ at	 ( IB2,	 at 	 IB3;
for (t=0 ,5,10,...,155, 160 seconds) are calculated and stored in the array P(I,J).
Again the index I refers to the 33 time points (t-O,5,...,,155, 160) and the index
J denotes the individual densities.
-a- E (N }	 P( I,1) ,	 ^- E ( N W P( I, 3 )
a t	 at `IB2
1
aE NI
B1 = P( I,2),
	 a	 I-E 'iN	 = P( I,4)
3i
The partial derivatives are stored in the array DP ( I,J,K) for (t=0,5,10,...,155,
16o).
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a- = DP(I,1 0 5 )
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f; '
where S iii is i,j th element of the response covariance matrix and r  is the ith
componene of the mean-response vector.
Subroutine REND
The subroutine REND is called by the subroutine PRB. Its purpose is to
calculate the terminal likelihoods P(ai ) and the partial derivatives of the
terminal likelihoods. The terminal likelihoods are stored in the array CST(I).
P(aa ) = CST ( 5 )	 P(a^)	 CST(8)
P(a^)	 CST( 6 )
	 P(; )
	
CST(9)
P(;.) = CST(7 )
	
z
The partial derivatives are stored in the two arrays DCST(I) and RCST(I).
a-- =
as99
DCST(5 ) a= =
a
RCST(5 )
9
a--=-- a=
aS 10,10
= DCST(6)
a7r10
= RCST(6 )
af l afl
aS1--- = DCST(7)
a7r ii = RCST(7)
of l of l
aS1---- = DCST ( 8) a = RCST(8)
of of
as --^ - = DCST ( 9) ar1-- = RCST(9)
1 3, 1 3 13
Subroutines PAR and END
These subroutines perform the same function as subroutines DRV and REND.
The equations for the terminal likelihoods, the in-flight expectations and the
derivatives are greatly simplified by assuming that the mean response is Tero.
Also, of course, the derivatives with respect to r are not computed.
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SECTION IZI
INPUT AND OUTPUT
In the first part of the section the input requirements are described for
the two types of data decks. In the last part of the section the OUTPUT that
can be expected for each of the two data decks is described with the aid of repro-
duced output listings.
Input
All of the INPUT takes place in the main program. The logical tape number
in all of the read statements is the integer variable ICR. ICR is currently set
equal to 5 at the beginning of the main program. All units are in the MKS system
and all angles are in radians.
'As stated in Section II the quadratic theory used in the study requires
state equations expressed as first order vector differential equations of the
form
X(t) - F(t)x(t) + G l (t)u(t) + G2(t)vW(t) + G3(t)1(t)
and responses to be controlled expressed as
r(t) = H(t)x(t) + D 1 (t)u(t) + D2(t)vw(t).
Values of the elements of the coefficient matrices F(t) and H(t) and of the com-
ponents of the coefficient vectors G l ( t), G2(t), G (t), D l ( t) and D2(t) have been
obtained for t = 0, 5, 10,..., 155, and 160 second. ( The method used to obtain
the coefficients is given in reference 2, Section II.) The coefficient data is
the major portion of the data for the optimization program. It consists of fif-
teen hundred and eighteen (1518) punched cards. There are six coefficients on
each card, in addition to some information to identify the time and the coeffi-
cients. All of the coefficient data is read into a "data array" T(I,J) (the
dimensions of the "data array" are T04,292)). The following is a description
of a typical data card: The first two coltimns contain an integer value "I" in
the interval 1 s I s 33- "I" is used to identify the time associated with the
coefficients on a particular card ( i.e. t(I) to 5(I-1)). In addition, " I" identi-
fies the row number of the "data array" T(I,J) in which the coefficients will be
stored. Columns 3, 4, 5 and 6, 7, 8 contain integer values JB and JE in the
interval 1 s JB, JE s 276. JB and JE assign a "coefficient number" to each of
the coefficients on a card in the following manner:
1) The coefficient in columns 9-20 is assigned the numfaer JB
2) The coefficient in columns 21-32 is assigned the number JB + 1
3) ►► 	 , 	 ► ,	 ►►	 33-44	 it it	 it	 it	 JB	 + 2
4) „	 ►► 	 ,=
	
45-46	 it If	 It	 it	 JB	 + 3
5) , ► 	 „	 ► ,	 57-68	 it it	 it	 it	 JB	 + 4
i' '
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The "coefficient number" is also the column number J of the data array T(I,J) in
which the coefficient will be stored. Since each card has sufficient information
to place the coefficients on that card in a particular location within the "data
array", the ordering of the coefficient data deck is immaterial. The coefficient
data is terminated with a blank card. The FORTRAN format statement used to read
in the coefficient data is: 	FORMAT (I2, 213, 6E12.6).
The next card in the data deck contains the value of the integer variable
"IGAIN". The value of IGAIN determines the make up of the remainder of the data
deck. The FORTRAN format statement used to read in IGAIN is: 9731 FORMAT (Il).
If IGAIN is greater than one (IGAIN > 1), the program will expect to read
only two more cards. The first card contains five floating point numbers which
will be assigned to the real variables named Q9 0 Q10 0 Q11 0 Q12 and Q13 respectively.
These variables are the quadratic weights on the responses which have terminal
constraints. The FORTRAN format statement used to read in Q, Q10 1 Q11, Q12 and
Q13 is: 29 FORMAT (5E12.5). The second card (of the final two cards mentioned
above) contains twelve floating point numbers which will be assigned to the real
variables named Cl, C2 1 C3, C4, C5, 0, C7, C8, , C9, C10, Cll and C12 respectively.
These variables are used in calculating the quadratic weights associated with the
responses which have in-flight constraints (see reference 2 Section IV). The
FORTRAN format statement used to read in Cl. C2 0 C3, C4, C5, C6, C7, C8, C9, C10,
Cll and C12 is: 30 FORMAT (12F6.3)
If IGAIN is less than or equal to one (IGAIN s 1), the program expects to
read the components of the 22 x 1 gain vector K(t) and the scalar deterministic
input f(t) for t - 0 2
 1, 2,..., 158, 159, 160 seconds. The gains and determinis-
tic inputs are read into an array BK(I,J) with dimensions of BK(161,23). For
each of the 161 time points, there are four_ cards. The first three cards contain
the first eighteen components of the gain vector. Card one contains components
one thru six (1-6), card two contains components seven thru twelve ( 7-12) and
card three contains components thirteen thru eighteen (13-18). The fourth card
(in the group representing one time point) contains components nineteen thru
twenty two (19-22) plus the "deterministic input". In addition to the floating
point numbers representing values for the components of the gains vector and
deterministic input, the four cards mentioned above contain integer fields which
identify the time point and the component number for the gains vector and deter-
ministic input (the deterministic input is considered to be the twenty-third
(23rd) component of a 23 x 1 vector representing the gains vector plus the deter-
ministic input). The FORTRAN forn, ,:t statements for the four cards are: Cards
one, two and three - 3003 FORMAT (13,6(I2,E10.3)) and card four - 3004 FORMAT
(1 M 12,E10.3)). The total number cards for this part of the data deck is six
hundred and forty four (644).
The data deck for the case where IGAIN > 1 contains fifteen hundred and
twenty-two (1522) cards as shown in figure 1.
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FIGURE 1 DATA DECK FOR IGAIN GREATER THAN ONE
The data deck for the case where IGAIN s 1 contains two thousand, one hundred and
sixty - four (2164) cards as shown in figure 2.
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1
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FIGURE 2 DATA DECK FOR IGAIN LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO ONE
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Output
Output for the optimization program occurs in the MAIN PROGRAM and in sub-
routine subprograms GAIN, COV and PRB. The logical tape number in all of the write
statements is the integer variable ICP. ICP is currently set equal to 9 at the
beginning of the main program.
Main Program
The first output appears in the main program if ?GAIN is greater than one
(IGAIN > I). The output data is: Q9 thru Q13 (the quadratic weights for responses
which have terminal constraints), and the Q array which is composed of the constant
and time-varying quadratic weights associated with the in-flight constraints.
Figures 3 and 4 show the output as it appears on an actual computer listing. The
columns of numbers under the heading 0 array in figure 3 and the columns in figure
4 represent the constant and time-varying elements of the matrix Q(t) (which appears
in the cost J+') for t - 0, 5 1 10,..., 155 0 160 seconds. Columns one thru six
in figure 3 are the elements Q11 (t) ' Q12(t), Q22(t), Q33 (Op Q34(t) and Q44(t)
which are associated with P, ^, IBl , Bl' Columns one thru six in figure 4 are
the elements (Vt), Q56 (t), Q66(t), Q77 (t), Q78(t) and Q88 ( t) which are associated
with IB21 IB21 IB3 and IB3 (note that all off-diagonal elements in the Q array are zero).
Gain Subroutine
In the original difference equation formulation of our problem, the "simple
difference approximation" (equation (2.3)) to equation (2.1) was used. For the
"simple difference approximation" the quantity FLEX (which is printed out for
t - 0,5,10,155 seconds in figure 5) is a measure of the sample approximation error..
Initial computer runs indicated that the "simple difference approximation" was
not accurate enough. Consequentl, the more accurate "sample-data approximation"
(equation 2.4)) to equation (2.1 was used for the high frequency components of
the state (i.e. flexure modes, gimbal deflection, wind states, and states asso-
ciated with the load distribution) and the "simple difference approximation" was
retained for the low frequency components of the state (rigid body and slosh modes).
With the employment of the two types of approximations (the "simple difference
approximation" and the "sample-data approximation") the quantity FLEX is no longer
a true measure of the sample approximation error and the output shown in figure 5
can be ignored. The computation and output of the FLEX have been left in the pro-
gram as a check on future models (i.e. to determine if the "simple difference
approximation" is sufficiently accurate for future models).
Figure 6 shows the main output for the GAIN subroutine in abreviated form.
The 22 X 1 gain vector K(t) and the scalar deterministic input f(t) are printed
our for the one hundred and sixty-one (161) time points t - 0, 1, 2, 3,
••• ) 159,
160 seconds. The components of the gain vector K(t) are ordered in the same way
as the state vector x(t) (see equation (2.1).
K(t) -
[Kl' K2^ KV K4' K5' K6 'K7' K8' K9 ' Kl0' Kll ' Kl2' K13' K14' K15 ' K16' K17' K18' K19' K20' K21' K22 1 -
[K^Az^K^1^K^K^3^Kzsl^Kzs2^Kzs3^K^^Kz^K^1^K^2^K^3Kzs1Kzs2^Kzs 
^K^^Kw^Kx^Kxl^ x
2p x ,3	 3
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(3.5)
70,
rd t
s
t
0 MATRIX
09 TMRu 013
t
298400,:4 09 -0e 2.04 0E + 03-0e 1e1111E -02Q, Q1011 Q1. Ql30 AROAY
796799F+05 Oo 798799E +05 1e?346E-10 0. 7.7160E -12
7etl790K*05 0e 7.8794E+05 192346E -10 Oe 7e7160F
-12
7eb799F * 05 no 7,8799E#05 1. ?.346E:-10 0 0 7.7160E -12
796799F'+05 0. 7.8799E+OS 19 ?346E--10 09 7.7160E -12
796799F+05 0. 7.8799E +05 1e ?346E-10 0. 7.7160E -12
7.090E*05 ne 7.8799E+05 1.2346E-10 0. 7.1160E -12
7e8799F +05 no 7.8799E +05 le?346E -10 0e 7.7160E -12
7.8799E+05 no 7.8799E+05 le?346E -10 0e 7.7160E -12
7.8799E+05 no 7.8799E +05 1.?34CE-10 0. 7.7160E-52
7eb799E+05 no 7.8799E +05 1.2346E-10 0e 7e716OE -12
7.8799E+05 Oe 7.8799E+05 1.2346E -10 0. 7.7160E -12
7.b799E +05 0. 7.8799E+05 1.2346E -10 0. 7.7160E-12
7eb799F+05 0. 7.8799E+05 19?346E -10 0. 7.7160E -12
7.b799F +05 n. 7e8799E +05 19?346E -10 Oe 7e7160f. -12
7e8799E +05 no 7e8799E +05 1e2346E-10 Oe 7.7160E -12
796799E +05 0. 7eA799E+05 1.2346E -10 Os 7e7l6OE -12
798799E+05 0. 7eA799E +05 19?346E -10 0. 7'e7160E -12
7.b799E+05 no 7.8799E+05 192346E -10 0 9 7.7160E -12
7eb799E +05 Oe 7eR799E4'05 1e?346E -10 0e 797160E -12
796799E +05 09 7.8799E +05 t. ?346E-10 0. 7.7160E-12
7eb799E+05 no 7.8799E+05 1.2346E-10 0. 797160E-1?
7eb799E+05 Of 7.8799E+05 1.2346E-10 0e 7.7160E-12
7eb799E+05 09 7eA799E +05 1.2346E-10 00 79716OF..-12
7.8799F.+05 0e 7.8799E+05 1.2346E-10 0. 7.7160E-12
7e8799E+05 0e 7e8799E+05 1.2346E-10 0e 79716OF-12
7eb799E+05 Oo 7e8799E+05 le?346E-10 0e 7.7160E-12
7eb799E+05 n. 7,8799E+05 1.2346E-10 0. 7.7160E-12
7e6799F+05 Oe 798799E-05 1.2346E-10 0e 7.7160E-12
79d799F+05 0. 7e8799E+05 19?346E:-10 0. 7.7160E-12
7.8799E+05 0. 7.8799E-05 1.2346E-10 0. 79716OE-12
7eb799E +05 f1• 7e8799E+05 1.2346E-10 0e 7.7160E-12
7e099F+05 0. 7e8799E+05 1.2346E-0 00 7.7160E -12
7.b799E+'05 Oe 7e8799E+05 1.2346E-10 0• 7.7160E-12
Q11 Q12 Q22 Q33 Q34 Q44
FIGURE 3 OUTPUT-QUADRATIC WEIGHTS
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3.4602E-09 no 2.1626E-10 4.0000E-07 09 1.2500E-10
3.4602E-09 (t o 2.1626E-10 4•0000E-07 0. 1.2500E-10
3.4602E-09 no 2.1626E-10 4 * 0000E-07 0. 1.2500E-10
3.4602E-09 0. 2.1626E-10 4.n000E-07 0. 1.2500E -10
3e4602E-09 0. 2.1626E-10 4.0000E-07 0. 1.2500E-10
3.4602E - 09 0. 2.1626E- 10 4,0000E-07 0. 1.2500E- 10
3.4602E-09 09 2.1626E-10 490000E-07 0. 1•?.500E-10
3.4602E-09 0. 2.1626E-10 4.0000E-07 09 1.2500E-10
3.4602E-09 0. 2.1626E-10 4.0000E-07 0• 1.2500E-10
3.4602E-09 0. 2.1626E-10 490000E-07 0. 1.2500E-10
3.4602E-09 09 2.1626E-10 4.0074E-07 0 9 1.2523E-10
3.4625E-*-09 09 Rsl641E-10 4.6696E-07 0. 1.4592E-10
3.5371E-09 09 2.2107E-10 2.6174E-06 0. 8.1792E-10
4.396SE-09 09 2..7480E-10 2.7413E-05 0. 8.5665E-09
7.657'7F:-09 09 4.7860E-10 1.2146E-04 0. 3.7957E-08
1.0381E-08 0• 6.4879E-10 2.0000E-04 0• 6.2500E-08
7.b5'77E-09 Oe 4.7860E-10 1.2146E-04 0. 3.7957E-08
4.3968E -09 0. 2.7480E-10 2.7413E-05 0. 8.5665E-09
3.5371E-09 0. 2.21117E-10 2.6174E-06 0 9 8.1792E-10
3.4625E - 09 0. 2..1641E - 10 4.6696E - 07 09 1.4592E - 10
3.4602E-09 0 9 2.1626E-10 4.0074E-07 0. 1.2523E-10
3.4602E-09 0• 2.1626E-10 4.0000E-07 0. 1.2500E-10
3.4602E-09 0. 2.1626E-10 4.0000E-07 0. 1.2500E-10
3.4602E-09 09 2.1626E-10 4.0000E-07 0. 1.2500E-10
3.4602E-09 09 2.1626E-10 4.0000E +07 00 1.2500E-10
3.4602E- n 9 0• 2.1626E-10 4 •n00nE-07 0• .1.2500E-10
3.4602E-0 y 0. 2.1626E-10 4.0000E-07 0. 1.2500E-10
3.4602E - 09 no 2.1626E-10 4 .0000E-07 0. 1.2500E-10
3.4602E-09 0. 2.1626E-10 4.0000E-07 0. 1.2500E-10
3.4602E-09 0. 291626E-10 4.0000E-07 0 • 192500E-10
3.4602E-09 0. 2.1626E•1Q 4 o0000E-07 0. 1.2500E-10
3.4602E-09 0. 2.1626E-10 4 .0000E-07 0. j.2500E-10
3.4b02E-09 no 2.1626E-10 4.0000E-0 7 0. ±•2500E-10
Q55 Q56 Q66 Q77 Q78 Q88
FIGURE 4 OUTPUT-QUADRATIC WEIGHTS
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FLEX=
FLEX=
FLEX=
FLEX=
FLEX=
FLEX=
FLEX=
FLEX=
FLEX=
FLEX=
FLEX=
FLEX=
FLEX=
FLEX=
FLEX=
FLEX•
FLEX=
FLEV,=
FLEX=
FLEX=
FLEX=
FLEX=
FLEX=
FLEX=
FLEX=
FLEX=
FLEX=
FLEX=-
FLEX=
FLEX24,
0.
1.75189277E-01
1.79581766E-01
1.83494190E-01
ledS068340E-01
2.01097490E-01
2.16413956E-01
2.35652443E-01
2.58781431E-01
2.79640266E-01
2.95152003E-01
3.15810254E-01
39324801^6E-01
3.65643270E-01
6.29304562E-01
1.52999567E+00
3.08390007E+00
3.60676385E+00
2.35940737E+00
1.13699034E+00
5.33524496E-01
2.91068333E-01
2.32661740E-01
2.08582060E-01
1.86854671E-01
1.67452664E-01
1.49487764E-01
1.33640732E-01
1.19427956E-01
1906817710Em01
FLEX= 9.68972147E-02
FLEX n 8.962116378E-02
FIGURE 5 OUTPUT MEASURE OF SAMPLE APPROXIMATION ERROR
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GAINS AND DETERMINISTIC INPUT
1
K 1 = 1.238E-01 K 2= 2900SE-04 K 3=-4.745E-04 K 4= 5,097E-03 K 5=-1.573E-03 K 6.-jr;
K y= 3.226E-02 K 10= 7 . 401E-0 9
 Kll = 9 .127E-02 K12=
-2.184E-01 K13= 3.1 85E-01 K14s•
K17= 2.733E-01 K18=-8.853E-04 K19=- ,4.754E-01 K20 =
 1.138E-04 K21=-1.880E-04 K22 •,j:
DET.INPUT=-4.219E-04
2
K I n 1.330E-01 K 2= 2.248E-04 K 3 =-1.046E-03 K 4= 5.177E -03 K 5=- 1.589E -03 K 6s-4,
K 9z 3.572E -02 K10= 7.279E -09 K lla 9.179E-02 K12=-2.176E-01 K 13s 3.177E-01 K140
K17= 2.682E-01 KIS a
-8.435E-04 K19=•59592E-01 K20= 6.378E-05 K21 •-2.495E-04 K22 s-3;
DET.INPUT=-4.923E-04
3
K In 1. 437E-01 K 2= 2.481E-04 K 3 =
-1.126E-03 K 4= 5.262E-03 K 5=-1660AE-03 K 6s-!
K 9z 3,980E-02 K10= 7.226E-09 Kll= 9 .229E-02 K12 =-2.168E-01 K13= 3.1 69E-01 K14=-3.
K17s 2.627E
-01 K18= -7.859E
-04 K19=-6.563E-01 K20 =-5.477E-08 K21 =-3.004E-04 K22=-29
DET.INPUT=-5.700E-04
161
K 1=-4.357E -04 K 2=-3.758E-09 K 3= 8.502E-04 K 4= 1,446E-03 K 5= 6.488E-03 K 6= 3."
K 9= 9.391E-06 K 10= 0•	 K11= -6.831E-05 K12=-2.596E-04 K13=-2.412E-03 K14= 9V
K17= 9.975E-01 K . 18=-3.281E-05 K19 ='0.	 K20= 7.684E-03 K21=-2.261E-03 K22=-3``'
DET.INPUT= 0.
	
}
MAX SAMP APPROX ERROR = 360.766 PERCENT
TIME OF MAX ERROR	 74.990SEC
	 I
7
FIGURE 6 OUTPUT GAINS AND DETERMINISTIC INPUT
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The final two lines of output in figure 6
MAX SAMP APPROX ERROR = . . . . . . . .
T IME OF ERROR = . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
have meaning only if the simple! difference approximation proves to be sufficiently
accurate for the problem at hand (in our case this is not true). Consequently
these two lines of output can be ignored. In addition to the printed output of
the gains vector and the deterministic input, this same data is punched on cards.
The format for the punched cards is given under INPUT for the case when IGAIN is
less than or equal to one ( IGAIN s 1).
COV Subroutine
The output for the covariance subroutine has an option and it depends on the
integer variable " II" which appears as an argument in the call to the subroutine.
If II is less than or equal to one (II s 1) the first output to appear will be
the mean responses ( figures 7 and 8) F(t) for the thirty - three ( 33) time points
t = 0 1
 5 1 10,..., 155, 160 seconds. Following the mean responses are the response
covariances (figures 9, 10 and 11) S(t) = E{[r(t)-F(t)][r(t)-F(t)]') for the same
thirty-three time points mentioned previously. If "II" is greater than one
("II" > 0 , the mean responses will not be computed and will not appear in the
output sequence so that the first output to appear will be the response covari-
ances. In addition to the printed output mentioned above, the covariance subrou-
tine punches cards for the upper triangular part of the (symmetric 22 X 22) state
covariance matrix X(t) for t = 5 1 10,..., 155, 160 seconds. Since there are
n(n+l)f2 elements in the upper triangular part of a symmetric matrix of order n,
for n = 22 we have 22(22+1)/2 = 253 elements to punch out for each time point.
The elements are punched out by row with 8 elements to a card. The FORTRAN for-
mat statement used in the conjunction with the punch command is 3050 FORMAT
(8E10.3)
PRB Subroutine
The data that is output in subroutine PRB depends on the two integer varia-
bles LB and ICE which appear as arguments in the call to the subroutine (i.e. CALL
PRB (LB ) LE) . 1 If mean responses have been computed in the covariance subroutine
then the PRB subroutine should be entered with CALL PRE (1,2). If mean responses
have not been computed in the covariance subroutine then the PRB subroutine should
be entered with CALL PRB (1,1). The output that results from CALL PRB (1 ) 2) is
shown in figures 12 thru 21. If CALL PRB ( 1,1) is used, only the output shown
in figures 12 thru 16 will be printed. The data shown in figures 12 thru 16 is
generated from calculations performed in subroutines PAR and END. The output
shown in figures 17 thru 21 is generated from the calculations performed in sub-
routines DRV and REND. The difference in the two sets of results is that the cost
functional J*, is considered to be a function of only response covariances in
subroutines PAR and END while in subroutines DRV and REND it is considered to be
a function of both response covariances and mean responses. The data on the
first line in figure 12 is the total cost J and the contributions to the total
cost due to the in-flight constraints on P, 
IB1' IB2 and IB3 and the contributions
t The card in the main program which contains the call statement to the PRB sub-
routine must be changed manually if the arguments LB and LE are to be changed
(i.e. the card -reads wither ' CALL PRB ( 1,2) or CALL FRB (121)).
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to the total cost due to the terminal constraints on a, ^, z, 0 and z. The data
in figure 12 under END DERIVATIVES subheading SIG are the partial derivatives
of 1
a.1 (1 - 9,10,11,12 1 13) where S is the response covariance matrix and f l
 is that
i,i
part of the cost functional due to the terminal constraints. The data in the same
figure under subheading MEAN are the partial derivatives
of
ar - (i - 9,10,11,12 ,13) where —r is the vector of t.iean responses. In figures 13,
14 4 15 and 16, data is listed for the 33 time points t = 0, 5, 10,..., 155, 160.
The data in the first columns are the expectation densities
aENS , a EN	 , a E^N I 	and Z— ENI .
IB 1
	 B2;	 BJt
The data in the next five columns for figures 13 thru 16 are the partial deriva-
tives
aft aft aft af2
r
aft
as i,i -- as i,(i+l)
'
as(i+1),(i+l)) 61r y air(i+l)
Where f2
 is that part of the cost functional due to the in-flight constraints and
i = 1 for 13, 1 = 3 for 14, 1 = 5 for 15 and i = 7 for 16. Note that all of the
partial derivatives with respect to r in figures 12 thru 16 are zero. In figures
17 thru 21 these same partials have nonzero values.,
f`
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MEAN RESPONSES
I81
	
DI81
	
182
	
0182
	
I83
	
DI83
0.
2 3,418E+04
3 1.238E+03
4 -3.450E+03
5 -3,679E+03
6 -3.241E+03
7 6.660E+02
8 8,538E+03
9 2.491E+04
10
	
5.0'71E+04
11 8,897E+04
12 1.423E+05
13 1.876E+05
14 2,931E+05
15. 4.342E+05
16 3.495E+05
17 3.786E+05
18 3.025E+05
19
	
1.419E+05
20 -3.156E+04
21 -1.332E+05
22 -1,281E+05
23 -8,291E+04
24 -5.053E+04
25 -2,953E+04
26 -1.544E+04
27 -8.493E+q3
28 -4.501E+03
29 -3.111E+03
30 -2.602E+03
31 -1.598E+03
32 1.125E+02
33 1.448E+04
0.
8,580E+02
-3.459E+03
-2.084E+02
-1,088E+03
-2.084E+03
-4.113E+03
9.061E+03
-1.736E+04
-3.001E+04
004,871E+04
-6,524E+04
-7.278E+04
-1.029E+05
•1.736E+05
-1.795E+05
-1,146E+05
7.054E+04
-8.456E+04
-2.822E+04
1.632E+03
2.917E+03
1.304E+03
-2.107E+03
-1 .383E+03
2.917E+02
9.065E+02
2.278E+03
2.598E+03
3.094E+03
3.329E+03
2,644E+03
-7,565E+03
Of
1,517E+04
-3.710E+02
-2.114E+03
-2.091E+03
-2.330E+03
-2.273E+03
-2.422E+03
-1.710E+03
-2.107E+03
1.522E+03
1.393E+04
-6.144E+03
5.129E+04
1.628E+05
8.475E+04
1.327E+05
1.055E+05
5.506E+04
-1.688E+04
-6.446E+04
-6.045E+04
-3.8d6E+04
-2.294E+04
-1.188E+04
-4.793E+03
-2.025E+03
-8,458E+02
-1.294E+03
-1.847E+03
-1.5d1E+03
1.173E+03
1.161E+04
o.
3.081E+03
-1.016E+03
-2.530E+02
-1.089E+03
-9.547E+02
2.391E+02
2.807E+03
7.390E+03
1.572E+04
2.668E+04
4.263E+04
7.557E+04
9.296E+04
1.036E+05
1.004E+05
7.501E+04
5.747E+04
3.681E+03
-2.658E+04
-3.734E+04
-3.116E+04
-1.600E+04
-1.075E+04
-6.886E+03
-3.100E+03
-2.5.12E+03
- 1
 8837E+03
-1.232E+03
-1.130E+03
-8.380E+02
-1.920E+02
-1.473E+03
0,
3,457E+03
1.089E+02
-7.739E+02
-9,117E+02
-1.009E+03
-1.121E+03
-1.211E+03
-1.420E+03
-1.405E+03
=1,852E+03
-2.402E+03
-2.405E+03
-1.546E+03
9.787E+01
5.944E+01
1.111E+03
3.387E+03
4.529E+03
-3.636E+02
-2.054E+63
-1.204E+03
9.174E+01
-1.871E+02
-3.391E+02
-5,8,6E+02
-7.469E+02
-8,865E+02
-9,817E+0,2
-9.853E+02
-6,698E!02
2,586E+02
4.099E+03
o.
8.343E+02
-1.851E+02
-2.939E+02
-5.984E+02
-4.104E+02
8.311E+02
3.432E+03
8.201E+03
1.647E+04
2.690E+04
4.352E+04
6.700E+04
7.820E+04
1.054E+05
1.174E+05
1.114E+05
9.950E+04
4.744E+04
-7.746E+03
-4.711E+04
-5.538E+04
-3.816E+04
-2.763E+04
-1.760E+04
-8.709E+03
-5.226E+03
-3.440E+03
-2.024E+03
-1.817E+03
-1.696E+03
-1.437E+03
1.045E+04
FIGURE 7 OUTPUT MEAN RESPONSES I BS , IB1, IB2' 
IB2 1 IB3' IB3
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MEAN RESPONSES
BETA
	
DBETA
	
ALPHA
	
OPHI
	
DZ
	
PHI
	
Z
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
28
2
29
30
31
32
33
0.
1.021 E-0
8.798E-05
-1.854E-05
- 7.584E- 06
1.708E-05
1.117E-04
2.908E-04
5.957E-04
1.042E-03
1.562E-03
2.142E-03
2.208E-03
2.260E-03
4.297E-03
6.872E-03
9.429E-03
8.463E-03
3.639E-03
-9.983E-04
-3.973E-03
-3.695E-03
-2.409E-03
-1.51,5E-03
-9.209E-04
-5.237E-04
-2.923E-04
-1.494E-04
-6.975E-05
-3.298E-05
-1.621E-05
-2;b42E-05
4.255E-04
0.
1.91'9E-04
-9.536E-05
1.570E-05
-9.927E-06
-1.098E-05
-8.326E-06
-4.641E-06
2.832E-05
4.988E-05
6.412E-05
-1.528E-06
-9.859E-05
-2.602E-05
3.100E-04
4.260E-04
4.358E-04
-1.113E-04
-7.660E-04
-8.930E-04
-4.095E-04
7.578E-05
2.545E-04
1.521E-04
1.044E-04
60887E_-05
4.645E-05
1.787E-05
6.798E-06
-2.512E-07
-3.642E-06
-3.372E-06
5.312E-06
0.
2.801E-02
2.798E-03
-3.414E-03
-2.950E-03
6.026E-08
4.194E-03
9.353E-03
1.548E-02
2.195E-02
2.801E-02
3.333E-02
3.741E-02
3.959E-02
4.122E-02
4.098E-02
4.070E-02
3.334E-02
1.407E-02
-3.689E-03
-1.813E-02
-2.118E-02
-1.736E-02
-1.433E-02
-1.198E-02
-1.002E-02
-8.418E-03
-6.8d0E-03
-5.757E-03
-5.005E-03
-4.528E-03
403.992E-03
-4.119E-04
0.
2.191E-03
-9.823E-05
-4.018E-05
.2.006E-05
-4.482E-05
-8.782E-05
-1.459E-04
-2.095E-04
-2.849E-04
-3, 517E-04
-4.370E-04
-5.172E-04
-5.695E-04
-6.397E-04
-6.548E-04
-6.491E-04
-5.343E-04
-2.174E-04
6.102E-05
2.988E-04
3.541E-04
2.975E-04
2.546E-04
2.138E-04
1.858E-04
1.505E-04
1.125E-04
6. c55E-05
1.670E-05
-1.277E -05
1.108E-04
1.362E-03
0.
2.182E-01
1.045E+00
1.888E+00
2.735E+00
3.599E+00
4.484E+00
5.396E+00
6.343E+00
7.349E+00
8.438E+00
9.637E+00
1.095E +01
1.235E+01
1.389E +01
1.551E +01
1.706E +01
1.820E +01
1.826E+01
1.702E +01
1.487E+O1
1.247E+01
1.038E+01
8.667E+00
7.256E+00
6.081E+00
5.088E+00
4.230E+00
3.464E+00
2.730E+Od
1.974E+0G
1.165E+0a
5.780E-01
0.
1.055E-02
1.378E-0?
1.333E-02
1.320E-02
1.302E-02
1.269E-02
1.210E-02
1.121E-02
9.963E-03
8.368E-03
6.391E-03
4.010E-03
1.305E-03
.1.738E-03
4.987E-03
-8.259E-03
-1.123E-02
1.312E-02
1.351E-02
-1.256E-02
-1.08TE-02
-9.222E-03
-7.847E-03
-6.678E-03
-5.682E-03
-4.841E-03
4.184E-03-
3.751E-03
-3.564E-03
.3.582E-03
-3.483E-03
•1.775E-04
0.
1.895E-01
3.288E+00
1.062E +01
2.217E+01
3.799E+01
5.819E+01,
8.287E+01
1.122E+02
1.464E+02
1.858E+02
2.309E+02
2.824E+02
3.405E+02
4.061E+02
4.796E+02
5.611E+02
6.495E+02
7.412E+02
8.299E+02
9.099E+02
9.782E +02
1.035E+03
1.083E+03
1.122E+03
1.156E+03
1.183E+03
1.207E+03
1.226E+03
1.241E+03
1.253E +03
1.261E+03
1.265E+03
F IGURh 8 OUTPUT MEAN RESPONSES ^y p, a, 0, zp o, z
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RESPONSE COVARIANCES
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
e
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
OMEGA
0.
9.980E-01
9.977E
-01
9.975E^01
9.974E-01
9.973E-01
9.973E-01
9.973E-01
9.974E-01
9.976E-01
9.978E-01
9.980E-01
9.983E-01
9.985E-01
9.988E-01
9.990E
-01
9.Q92E - o1
9.993E-01
9.995E-01
9.996E
- oi
9.996E-01
9.996E-01
9.997E-01
9.999E-01
9.999E-01
9.Q99E-01
9.999E-01
1.000E+00
1.000E+00
1.000E+00
1.000E+00
1.000E+00
1.000E+00
X
0.
9.646E-09
9.644E-09
9.643E-09
9.642E-09
9.641E-09
9.639E-09
9.638E-09
9.638E-09
9.637E-09
9.636E-09
9.637E-09
9.638E-09
9.639E-09
9.640E-09
9.642E-09
9.644E-09
9.645E-09
9.647E-09
9.649E-09
9.649E-09
9.650E-09
9.651E-09
9.652E-09
9.653E-09
9.653E-09
9.654E-09
9.653E-09
9.652E-09
9.653E-09
9.652E-09
9.650E-09
9.649E-09
X1
0.
8.629E-02
2.215E-02
9.345E-03
6.076E-03
4.107E-03
2.798E-03
1.936E-03
1.428E-03
1.167E-03
1.047E-03
9.841E-04
9.595E-04
9.724E-04
9.197E-04
1.062E-03
9.437E-04
6.784E-04
3.696E-04
2.033E-04
I
.386E-04
.443E-05
4.368E-05
4,643E-05
4.012E-05
3.599E-05
2.946E-05
2.421E-05
1.998E-05
1.658E-05
1.369E-05
1.139E-05
9.794E-06
X2
0.
4.845E-02
4.628E-02
1.114E-02
6.882E-03
4.488E-03
3.004E-03
2.052E-03
1.487E-03
1.197E-03
1.061E-03
9.919E-04
9.659E-04
9.767E-04
9,, 252E-04
1.061E-03
9.508E-04
6.882E-04
3.775E-04
2.069E-04
1.401E-04
7.553E-05
4.415E-05
4.653E-05
4.027E-05
3.610E-05
2.961E-05
2.433E-05
2.007E-05
1.666E-05
1.373E-05
1.143E-05
9.82TE-06
X3
0•
4.866E-02
8.657E-02
2.160E-02
1.403E-,02
9.40RE-d3
6.385E-03
4.408E-03
3.239E-03
2.638E-03
2.359E-03
2.211E-03
2.157E-03
2.185E-03
2.068E-03
2.383E-03
2.123E-03
1.529E-03
8.344E-04
4.585E-04
3.121E-04
1.677E -04
9.836E-Og
1.044E-04
9.022E-05
8.090E-05
6.631E-0g
5.448E-05
4.498E-Og
3.734E-05
3.081E-05
2.563E-05
2.204E-05
FIGURE 11 OUTPUT RESPONSE COVARIANCES
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BETA COST
P BETA BETA O DOETA DBETA RSETA RDBETA
1 0 0 00 09 00 00 co
2 0. 00 0. 00 00 00
3 0, 0l 00 00 0, 00
4 0 0 00 00 0. 00 00
5 0 0 00 00 00 00 00
6 0. 00 00 00 0o 007 0 0 00 00 00 00 008 00 00 00 00 00 009 00 00 0. 00 00 00
10 00 00 00 00 00 00
11 0 0 00 00 O. 00 00
12 00 00 00 00 00 00
13 0. 00 00 00 00 00
14 0. 00 00 00 00 00
15 0 0 00 00 00 00 00
16 0. 00 00 00 00 00
17 0 0 00 00 00 00 00
16 00 00 00 00 00 00
19 00 00 0.. 00 00 00
20 0. 00 00 00 00 00
21 09 00 00 00 00 00
22 0. 00 A• 00 0• 00
23 0. 00 00 00 00 00
24 00 00 00 00 00 00
25 00 00 0. 00 00 00
26 0 9 00 0e 00 00 00
27 0. 00 00 00 00, 00
26 0. 00 00 00 00 00
29 00 00 00 00 00 00
30 0• 00 0. 00 00 00
31 0o 00 00 O. 00 00
32 0. 00 00 00 00 0.
33 0. 00 O. 0. 00 00
FIGURE	 13 OUTPUT - 
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FOR t-o,5, ... , 160 SEC (MEAN RESPONSES NOT INCLUDED)
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SENDING COST 181
P IB 1816DIS oil Ale Role
1 00 00 00 00 00 0.
2 00 00 00 00 09 00,
3 09 00 00 00 00 00
4 0 9 00 Of 09 00 00
5 0 0 00 00 00 00 00
6 0. 00 00 00 00 00
7 00 0. 00 00 00 00
8 O. 00 00 00 00 00
9 00 00 00 00 00 00
10 00 00 00 00 00 00
11 00 00 00 00 00 00
12 0 0 00 00 00 00 00
13 0 o 00 00 00 00 00
14 0. 00 00 00 00 00
15 00 00 00 00 00 00
16 0. 00 00 00 00 00
17 00 00 00 00 00 00
18 00 00 00 00 00 00
19 00 00 00 00 00 00
20 00 00 00 00 Go 00
21 00 00 00 00 00 00
22 00 00 00 00 00 00
23 0. 09 00 00 00 00
24 00 00 00 00 00 00
25 00 00 00 00 00 00
26 0. 00 00 00 00 00
27 0 0 00 00 00 00 00
28 00 0. 00 00 00
00
00
0029 0. 00 00 00
30 0. 00 Of 00 00 00
31 0. 00 00 00 Of 00
32 09 00 00 00 00 00
33 O. 00 00 00 00 00
6E N-B1 aft
 af
t aftFIGURE 14 OUTPUT -
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FOR t-0,5,10,...,155,160 SEC (MEAN RESPONSES NOT INCLUDED)
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BENDING COST 182
P	 Is OI8 RIB ROIB
0• 0. 0.
0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 00
0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0.
Of 0. 0.
0. 0• 0.
0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0.
0. 0• 0.
0. 0. 0.
0. 0• 0.
1. 950E-50 0 0 0•
8.192E-38 0. Of
1.078E-38 09 00
1.506E-34 0. 00
9.636E-28 09 0.
0• 0. 0.
0• 0• 0•
0. 0. 0.
0• 0• 0•
0• 0• 0•
0• 0• 0'
0. 0. 0•
0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0.
0. 0• 0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
5,640E-38
2.265E-25
1.879E-26
3.584E-22
4.338E-15
0.
0•
0.
0•
0•
Of
0•
0•
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
20927E-46
5.155E-34
4.623E-35
6.161E-31
3.401E-24
0.
0•
0.
0•
0•
0•
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
I9p0IB
0.
0.
0•
0•
0.
0.
O.
0•
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
6,358E-48
1.578E-35
1.700E-36
2.329E-32
1.423E-25
0•
0•
0•
0•
0•
0•
0•
0•
0.
0.
Of
0.
0.
0.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
..	
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
aE N I-2	 aft	 aft	 aft
at	
aFIGURE 15 OUTPUT -	 , S 2, as	aS2
FOR	 SEC ( MEAN RESPONSES NOT INCLUDED)
29
BENDING COST I03
R	 I8
1 0•
2 0.
3 0•
4 0.
S 0.
6 0.
7 0.
e 0.
9 0•
10 Of
11 0.
12 0•
13 1.552E-38
14 1.073E-26
is 2.221E-11
16 4.725E-08
17 3.129E-09
18 1.477E-07
19 1.747E-04
20 6.009E-16
21 0.
22 0.
23 0•
24 Ot
25 0.
26 0.
27 0•
26 0.
29 0.
30 0.
31 0.
32 0•
33 0.
0.
0.
0.
0.0. .
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
Of
9.545E-46
3.142E-34
1.140E-19
1.176E-16
1.028E-17
3.197E-16
1.240E-13
6.095E-24
0•
O.
0
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
00
0.
0.
0.
1•
190010
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
O.
O.
0.
O.
0.
Of
0•
2.269E-47
8.173E-36
4.319E-21
5.516E-18
4.854E-19
1.674E-17
8.715E-15
2,450E-25
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0•
0.
0.
0•
0.
0•
0•
DI8
0•
0.,
0.
0.
0.
0•
0•
0.
0.
0.
0.
0•
9.351E-50
3.754E-38
2.763E-23
4.354E-20
3.929E-21
1.421E-19
8.94TE-17
1.696E-27
0.
0•
0.
0.
0•
0.
0,
0•
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
R19	 RDIe
0•
	 0•
0•	 0.
0•	 0.
0.	 0.
0,
	
0.
0.	 0•
0.	 0.
0.	 0.
0.	 0.
0.	 0.
0•	 0•
0.	 0.
0.	 0.
0 • 	 0.
0.	 0.
0•	 0.
0•	 0•
0•	 0...
0.	 0:
0.	 00.
0,	 0:
0.	 0.
0.	 0•
0.	 0.
0•	 0•
0.	 0.
0•	 0.
0.	 0.
0.	 0.
0.	 0•
0.	 0.
0.	 0.
0.	 Of
aE NL
	a f2	 af2	 of_
FIGURE 16 OUTPUT	 at , aa--, as , "87,7
	
7^	 ,
FOR ts0,5,10,...,155, 160 SEC ( MEA RESPONSES NOT INCLUDED)
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BETA COST
P
1 0.
2 0.
3 0.
4 0.
5 0.
6 0.
7 0.
8 0.
9 0.
10 0.
11 0.
12 0•
13 0•
14 0.
1S 0.
16 0.
17 3.740E-47
is 0.
19 0.
20 0.
21 0.
22 Of
23 0.
24 0.
25 0.
26 0.
27 0.
28 0.
29 0.
30 0.
31 0.
32 0.
33 0.
BETA BETAODOETA
0•	 0•
0.	 0.
0.	 O•
0. 0.
0. 0.
0. 0.
0. 0.
0. 0.
0. 0.
0. 0.
0. 0.
0. 0•
0. 0•
0. 0•
0. 0.
	
0.	 0•
3.613E-40. 1.484E-42
	
0.	 0.
	
0.	 0.
0. 0.
0. 0.
0. 0.
0. 0•
0. 0.
0. 0.
0. 0.
0. 0.
0. 0.
0. O.
0. 0.-
0. 0.
0. 0.
0. 0.
OBETA	 RBETA
0.	 0.
Of	 0.
0.	 0.
0. 0.
0. 0.
0. 0.
0. 0.
0. 0.
0. 0.
0. 0.
0• 0.
0. 0.
0. 0.
0. Of
0. 0.
	
0.	 0.
2.876E-45 -2.450E-44
	
0.	 0•
	
0.	 0.
0• 0•
0. 0.
0. 0.
0. ve0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0•0. Of0. 0.0. Of
ROBETA
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
Of
0.
0.
0•
0.
0•
0.
0.
0.
0.
5.365E-46
0•
0.
0.
0.
0•
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0•
0.
0.
0.
0.Of
BE {N } 
of 2	 2of	 af	 af	 afFIGURE 18 OUTPUT -	 ---	 - 2
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FOR t-o,5,10,...,155 ) 160
 SEC
32
RIB ROJO
0. 0•
0. 0•
0. 0•
0. 00
0• 0.
0. 0.
0. 0.
0. 0.
o. 0.
0. 0.
O • 0•
0. 0.
O • 0.
0• 0.
0• 0•
0. 0.
0• 0•
0. 0•
0. 0.
0. 0•
0• 0.
0• 0•
0 • 0•
0• 0.
0• 0•
0• 0•
0. 0.
0. 0.
0. 0.
Of 0•
0. 0.
0. 0.
0. 0.
BENDING COST 181
1
00 P
0•Is I80DI8 OI8
2 O. 0.
O.
0.
0. 
0.3 0. 0• no 0
4 0. 0. 0•
.
O.5 no 0• 0. 0•6 0 9 0.0 00 00
7 0• 0. Of 00e
0• 0' O• 009 00 0' O'• 0010 00 00 Of 0011 00 0. 00 00
12 00 00 00 0..13 09 00 00 0014 0. 00 00 0015 0. 00 00 0016 0. 00 00 0017 09 Of 00 0.18 0 0 00 4• 0.
19 06 00 00 0020 no 00 00 0021 0. 0. 00 Of22 0• 00 Of 0023 0• (). 00 0024 09 0 Of 0025
26
O• 0. 00 00
27
0.
09
00
00
00
00
00
0028 0 9 00 00 0029 0 9 Oo 00 0030 0. 00 00 0931 0. 0. 00 0.32 0. 00 00 0033 0. 00 00 00
aE N
FIGURE 19 OUTPUT -	 of	 of	 aft 	 t ^ 2B1	 2	 2	 af	 f
dt	
as 3.v3 as 3 ., 4 .9 asp+, 	ar3 ark+
FOR t=0 ,5,10,...,155 2 160 SEC
33
..	 .,...	 .r ... ', ^;	 ♦ 	 -..,	 i13 1 r^Y, 7	 e	 r	 !b^ °1 rl,	 Y ^t''r; t,!"a..x ^.r..ia .^9,n :M1'.: 	 ,., .i't -.....nit	 :a±t	 ,. d. V.:'b ."'.v
ISENDING COST 162
P	 IA
0.
0.
0.
Of
0.
U.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
2.489E-39
1.542E-31
4.056E-31
2.714E-98
2.977E-23
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
I8*0113
0•
Of
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0•
0.•
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
2.331E-41
2.160E-33
6.593E-33
4.684E-30
6.055E-25
Of
0.
0.
0•
0.
0•
0.
0.
0•
0.
0•
0.
0•
0•
OI8
	 RIB
0.	 0•
0.	 0.
0•	 0.
0.	 0•
0•	 0.
0.	 0•
0•	 0.
0.	 0.
0•	 0.
0•	 0.
0.	 0.
0•	 0•
0.	 0.
0•	 0•
7.364E-44 -4.691E-36
1.108E-35 -2.223E-28
4.250E-35 -8.824E-28
3.089E-32 -5.589E-25
4.218E-27 -5.689E-20
0.	 0•
0•	 0•
0.	 0•
0•	 0•
0•	 0•
0•	 Of
0•	 0.
0.	 0•
0.	 0•
0•	 0•
0•	 0•
0•	 0.
0.	 0•
0•	 0•
ROIB
0.
'00
0•
0.
0•
0.
0•
0•
0.
0•
0.
0•
0.
0•
2.521E-37
3.357E-29
1.016E-28
8.484E-26
1.530E-20
0•
0.
0.
0•
0•
0•
0•
0•
0•
0•
0•
0•
0•
0•
1 0.
2 0.
3 0.
4 Of
5 0.
6 0.
7 0•
8 0.
9 0.
10 0.
11 0.
12 0•
13 0.
14 0•
15 2.372E-31
16 3.389E-23
17 8.224E-23
18 7.895E-20
19 1.911E-14
20 0.
21 0.
22 0.
23 O.
24 0.
25 0.
26 O.
27 '	 0.
28 0.
29 0.
30 0.
31 O.
32 O•
33 O.
f
FIGURE 20 OUTPUT --
aEP'Bd, aft	 aft
	
aft aft aft
----
at	as5,5  as5 , 6 aS6, 6 air ar6
FOR t-0,5,10, ... ,155,160 SEC
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BENDING COST I83
P	 18
	
1	 0.
2 0.
3 0.
4 O.
5 0.
6 0.
7 0.
8 0.
9 0.
10 0.
	
11	 0.
12 0.
13 1.783E-38
14 1.072E-26
15 2,256E-11
16 4.789E-08
17 3.251E-09
1 8 1.585E-07
19 1.794E-04
20 6.025E-16
21 0.
22 0.
23 0.
24 0.
25 0.
26 0.
27 0.
28 0.
29 0.
30 0.
31 0.
32 0.
33 0.
0.
00
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
1.355E-45
4.483E-34
1848E-19
1.889E-16
1.745E-17
5.779E-16
2.074E-13
8.901E-24
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
^t
ISOM
0•
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0:
0•
0.
0.
2.718E-47
8.249E-36
4.335E
-21
5.531E-18
4.951E-19
1.756E-17
8.884E- 15
2.456E-25
0.
0.
0.
0•
0.
0.
0.
0•
0.
0.
0.
0•
0•
OIB
	 RIB	 ROIB
0.	 0.	 0.
0.	 0.	 0.
0.	 0.	 0.
0.	 0.	 0.
0.	 0.	 0.
0.	 0.	 0.
0.	 0•	 0.
0.	 0.	 0.
0.	 0.	 0•
0.	 Of	 0.
0•	 0.	 0.
0•	 0.	 0.
1.21,4E-49 -4.706E-42 -4.437E-44
3.883E-3A -1.455E-30 -6.739E-33
2.738E-23 -9.069E-16 6.230E-18
4.316E-20 -1.363E-12 1.052E-14
3.922E-21 -9.352E-14 1.417E-15
1.451E-19 -3.387E-12 8.611E-14
9.061E-17 -2.788E-09 4.825E-11
1.699E-27 -4.608E-20 -1.154E-22
0•	 0•	 0•
0.	 0.	 Of
0.	 0.	 0•
0.	 0.	 0•
0.	 0.	 0.
0.	 0•	 0.
O.	 0.	 0.
00	 0.	 0.
0.	 0.	 0.
0•	 0•	 0•
0.	 0.	 0.
0.	 0•	 0.
0.	 0.	 Of
FIGURE 21 OUTPUT aE'SNIB	 aft	 a 2	 aft -f? of 2
at	 as 7.,7 ^ as7,8 818
^ 
aS' 
a77 ) ar8
FOR t=6,5,10,...,155,160 SEC
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SECTION IV
RUNNING PROCEDURE
In the first part of this section, the two basic types of runs that can be
made with the optimization program are discussed. In the second part of the
section, some comments are made on the future use of the optimization program in
terms of program memory requirements and running time.
Two Types of Runs
There are two types of runs that can be made with the optimization program.
The first is an "optimization iteration" ( IGAIN > 1). The second type of run
will be referred to as a "simplification run". (IGAIN s 1)
Optimization Iteration
The "optimization iteration" run represents one iteration in the "iteration
procedure" for minimizing the upper bound J * as described in references 1. and 2.
An optimiza t ion iteration involves:
(a) Choosing the quadratic weights Q - main program
(b) Calculating the quadratic -optimal controller - GAIN SUBROUTINE
(c) Calculating response means and covariances - COV SUBROUTINE
(d) Calculating J* and partial derivatives aR, ^ - PRB SUBROUTINE
(e) Rechoose quadratic weights Q and repeat (b), (c) and (d).
The above procedure is based Ga an assertion of quadratic equivalence ( reference
1). The assertion states that the linear controller minimizing J* also minimizes
a quadratic functional of the first and second moments ( i.e. means and covariances).
The coefficients of that quadratic functior :Rl are the partial derivatives of J*
with respect to the response moments evaluated with the moments produced by the
optimum controller. The above process is repeated until the initially chosen
weights and the derived partial derivatives are approximately equal.
Simplification Run
For a simplification run it is assumed that an optimal controller has already
been found. The gains for the controller are read into the array BK as described
in Section III - INPUT. The gains are differenced and stored in BK as described
in Section II - GAIN SUBROUTINE. The simplification run is used to determine
degradation in performance caused by deleting the feedback gains of certain states
from the optimal controller. This simplified controller is obtained by setting
certain components in the gain vector to zero ( i.e. certain columns in the array
BK(I,J) are set equal to zero). The degradation in performance is determined by
comparing the response means and covariances and th,e value of the cost functional
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 for the optimal controller and the simplified controller. After the gains
have been differenced in the main program, the remainder of the run is accomplished
by successive calls to the COV and PRB subroutines.
Comments on Future Use
The current version of the optimization program was written in FORTRAN IV
and run on the CDC 6600 computer. It is my understanding that future runs will
be made on an IBM 70 ,)4 computer which has a 32K memory. The CDC 6600 computer
that was used for the current version of the program has a 65K memory. The opti-
mization program requires approximately 33K of memory, 22K of which is used for
arrays and 11K for the program itself. Obviously, if the program is to be run
on a 32K computer some modifications must be made.
Modifications for 32K Computer
It is suggested that the current program be divided into two programs made
up of the following subroutines.t
MAIN PROGRAM
PROGRAM 
l tt	 START SUBROUTINE
QOEF 911BROUT INE
GAIN SUBROUTINE
MAIN PROGRAM
START SUBROUTINE
COEF SUBROUTINE
COV SUBROUTINE
PROGRAM 2 PRB SUBROUTINE
DRV SUBROUTINE
REND SUBROUTINE
PAR SUBROUTINE
END SUBROUTINE
Data for Modified Programs
The data deck for program 1 will be the same as the data deck used for an
"optimization iteration" run, (see figure 1) with the card representing the value
of IGAIN omitted. The only subroutine called from the main program is the GAIN
sut_,outine. The results of a run with program 1 will be a set of gains K(t) and
deterministic input f(t), (for t =0,1,2,. . .,159,160 seconds) in the form of punched
This procedure worked during the debugging stage when th, optimization program
was run on the N-1800 which is a 32K computer.
ttThe arrays RR and DP have been removed frora dimension and common statements in
Program 1.
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rcards as described in Section III - OUTPUT.
The data deck for program 2 will be the same as the data deck used for a
simplification run (see figure 2) with the card representing the value of IGAIN
omitted. The results of a run with program 2 will be the response means and
covariances, the cost J* and the partial derivatives 
a 
and aS.
One iteration in the optimization process then, would require two computer
runs. The first, with program 1 to obtain a controller for a particular set of
quadratic weights. The second with program 2 to obtain responses, cost functional
and derivatives for the controller calculated by program 1.
Program Running Time
The major part of the total running time for the optimization program occurs
in the GAIN subroutine and the COV subroutine (i.e. approximately 95 %
 
of the total
run time is used to compute gains and response means and covariances). One opti-
mization iteration run on the CDC 6-^00 takes approximately 21.5 minutes. AnIden-
tical run on the Honeywell H-1800 takes approximately 210 minutes. The gains
calculations takes 10.5 minutes on the CDC 6600 and 105 minutes on the H-1800.
The response means and covariance calculation takes 10 minutes on the CDC 6600
and 97 minutes on the H-1800. The above run times reflect the 10 to 1 ratio of
the floating multiply operation for the two computers (i.e. the CDC 6600 has a 1
microsecond floating multiply and the H-1800 has a 10 microsecond floating multiply).
This is not surprising since the time required for both the gains calculations
and the response means and covariance calculations is due almost entirely to the
matrix multiplications required by the respective difference equations. According
to the best estimate currently available, the IBM 7094 MOD II computer
runs 25% faster than the H-1800. On the basis of this estim„te, it is expected
that an optimization iteration run on the IBM 7094 would take approximately 160
minutes. The run with program 1 (gains calculations) would take approximately
85 minutes and the run with program 2 (response means and covariances and deriva-
tives) would take approximately 75 minutes.
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APPENDIX A
PROGRAM FLOW CHARTS
A functional flow chart of the optimization program in addition to more
detailed flow charts of the main program and each of the subroutine subprograms
are presented in this appendix as figures A-1 through A-12.
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APPENDIX B
"DATA ARRAY" T(I,J)
The elements of the matrices A(n) and H (n) and the components of the vectors
B l (n), B2 ( n), B 3(n), D l (n) and D2 ( n) which appear in the difference equation for
the state
x(n+l) = A(n)v(n) + B l (n)u ( n) + 82 (n ) v,(n) + B3(n)11(n),
and the response vector equation
r(n) = H l (n)x(n) + D 1 (n)u(n) + D2(n)vw(n)
are associated with the column inde, J of the "data array" T(I,J) as explained
in Section II - MAIN PROGRAM. This appendix presents graphically where the
elements and components arc scored according to the index J. Circled numbers
l.ndicate constants, uncircled numbers indicate the index J and blank indicates
zero values. Constant and zero values are computed once and for all in the
beginning of the main program.
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BI(n)
B2(n)
B3(n,k
Hl(n)
D1(n)
D2(n)
vw(n )
f(n)
K(n )
P(n)
P(n+l )
Q(n)
^,(n)
APPENDIX C
FORTRAN NOTATION
This appendix equates the mathematical notation in references 1 and 2 with
the corresponding FORTRAN notation used in the optimization program.
J'
DEFINITION
Coefficient matrix for the state
vector in the difference equation
for the state.
Vector multiplied by the control
input u(n) in the difference equa-
tion for the state
Vector multiplied by mean incident
wind v,(n) in the difference equa-
tion for the state
Vector multiplied by white noise
input `n(n) in the difference equa-
tion for the state
Coefficient matrix for the state
vector in the equation for the
response vector r(n)
Vector multiplied by the control
input u(n) in the equation for the
response vector r(n)
Vector multiplied by the mean inci-
dent wind vuu(n) in the equation for
the response vector r(n)
Mean incident wind
Deterministic" input
Optimal gains vector
Updated Riccati Matrix
Current Riccati Matrix
ouadratic weight matrix
Updated value of g(n+l)
FORTRAN NOTATION
A(I, "1)
B(I)
B2( I)
G( I)
H(I, J )
D( I)
D2(I)
VW
F
AK( I)
AS(I,J)
S(I)J)
QQ( I)J)
GH( I)
MATHEMATICAL NOTATION
A(n )
55
1	 +	 x ..
DCST( 1)
( for I-5,6,7,8,9)
RCST(I )
(for 1-5,6,7,8,9)
DP( I, J, K)
DP( I ) J, K)
X(I)
Y(I)
F IV and FIE
S
DEFINITION
Vector used to calculate On)
Current value of state covariance
matrix:
Update value of state covariance
matrix
Response covariance matrix
Mean response vector
Constants which represent the
terminal and in-flight limits
for constrained responses
Cost functional to be minimized
Terminal likelihoods for a,
z, 0, z
In-flight expectations for
IBl , IB2 and 
IB3
In-flight expectation densities
for P, IBI , IB2 and IB3
Partials of the terminal likeli-
hoods with respect to the response
covariances and mean responses
Partials of the in-flight
expectations with respect to
the response covariances and
mean responses
Current mean state vector
Updated mean state vector
Control input to the gimbal
actuator
MATHEMATICAL NOTATION
g (n+l )
X(n)
X(n+l )
S(n)
r(n)
'Yi
J
P(ai)
E(Nj)
at E(Ni}
af t
asi,i
afl
i
aft
as i j
aft
aR i, i
x(n)
x (n+l )
u(n)
FORTRAN NOTATION
GG( I)
S(I,J)
AS(I,J)
RR(I,J,K)
R(I,J)
GAM( I)
TCST
CST(I)(for I
-5,6,`(,8,9)
CST(I )
(for I-1,20,4)
P( Ili)
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